
Scrutiny Comments on Review of  MINING PLAN with PMCP FOR Kallakudi & 
Kovandakurichi Limestone Mines over an area of 166.00.5 HA in Kallakudi & 
Kovandakurichi -Village, Lalgudi- TALUK Trichy- DISTRICT, TAMILNADU.(date of 
inspection:) Mine code- 38TMN14014. 
 

1) Page-1 in introduction chap- the proposed and present capacities is given 

with requirement of limestone and percentage of supply of limestone from 

different mines is also given. It is understood that the requirement of 

limestone for proper blend will remain same since the same is taken during 

years of operation of these mines. The total limestone requirement after 

expansion will be 9300000 MT and on calculation the existing blend 

suitable for the Plant the lease for which ROMP has been submitted will be 

(21%+21%=42%) including the other two limestone mine adjacent to the 

current lease with same expansion ratio so that systematic mining will be 

carried out ( the modification to for these two lease and also modification 

for the mines which is supplying the limestone to the above mentioned 

plant is to be submitted to IBM) the total quantity requirement from these 

three mines will be 3906000 MT of which on taken the present capacities in 

equal proportion this lease quantity will be 2664000MT (approximately) 

.hence, proper explanation regarding why such huge enhancement in 

production is proposed.  

2) page3 -In contact details - Mobile number and mail id is to be provided.  

3) Page-4-  In the given  table  none of the lease is expiring  before 31/03/2030 

still it is mentioned that as per MMDR(amended) act-2015 the lease will 

expire on 31/03/2030 which is confusing, hence , all the GO copies(1st 

grant) should be enclosed as Annexure in readable form and condition 

stipulated in G.O order should be incorporated during the planning of 

ROMP.  

4) Page-12- the information provided in the review of MS in last para which 

states that safety barrier of 4 Ha plantation has been made – in earlier 

approved M.S No-1028  the green belt is already taken as 21.35 Ha whereas 

the draft ROMP page no-83- the green belt is given as 10.637 ha which is 

contradictory – proper explanation should be given how the green belt has 

been reduced. 

5) PAGE-14 AND page-16- In one page the dip is written as dipping towards 

east and in other page it si written as dipping towards west which is 

confusing. 

6) Page-17- mobile number of exploration agency is to be given. 

7) Page-19- proposal of drilling should be given where the dumping has been 

proposed as from present drilling which is shown its reveal that no drilling 

has been taken place in dumping area. 

8) Page-23& 24- the Specific gravity is taken as 2.2 whereas in earlier 

approved MP/MS the S.G was 2.0 hence NABL accredited Laboratory 

certificate got S.G is to be attached. 

9) Page-23& 24- A correction factor of 85% is taken. Proper justification for 

the same is to be explained. 

10) Page-23 to 28- the sizes of different pit is given on summation of all the 

pits the area come as 162.005 Ha which is confusing as the table under F.A 



shows only 132.454 Ha till the completion of ROMP period – it should be 

explained and justification should be given why such huge land is opened 

without  any green belt developments. 

11) Page-28- the section line drawn is very confusing it should be made 

simpler by giving XX’,AA’ BB’ etc as it is given by multiple nomenclatures. 

Accordingly, the Plates should be changed. 

12) Page-30 and page32- it has been mentioned that drilling and blasting will 

be carried out using deep hole blasting, but in E.C condition it is clearly 

mention under specific condition no- XXI and IV. 

13)  Page-35-49- The production and planning for next five year has been taken 

both Limestone and Marl but in page-12 in review of earlier MS only 

limestone is taken so whether marl is kept as stock/ mixed with limestone 

and mined should be properly explained and if stacked then in plates it 

stocks should be shown. 

14) Page-60- the low grade limestone is mined and should be stacked 

separately but the same stack is not shown in the plates.-separate dumps 

should be designed in separate location so that it will not mixed with the 

topsoil or gneiss. 

15) Page-60- formation of different dumps with volume & RL should be given. 

16) Page-54 to 58- the Drilling and blasting chapter should be removed as it 

does not comply with E.c condition. 

17)  Page-52- the proposal of in-pit crusher has been mentioned but it is not 

shown in the plates- if the same is not finalize the same should be removed 

from the text and the same should be included in plates with proper 

diagram. 

18)  Page-52- the hauling and transport is given by trucks and by conveyor 

which is confusing so accurate quantities for both should be defined in the 

text. 

19) Page-65- the marl mined is taken for processing which should be included 

in the table. 

20) Page-70- the water requirement for dust suppression taken is very low- it 

should be recalculated and correct figure should be given. 

21)  Page-74- places of worships and distance should be given from the lease 

boundary- which is observed during the site inspection. 

22) Page-75-para- vibration- it is mentioned that mining will be done by 
deploying rock breaker but blasting chapter is included which is confusing  

23) Page-78- the table does not contain the rejects which will be dumped- it 
should be included. 

24) Page-79- the reclamation and rehabilitation table – the proposal of garland 
drains and parapet wall should be proposed. 

25) Page-81- mobile number with names of disaster management team should 
be given. 

26) Page-83- the table given is not in line with E.C and not in line with earlier 
approved scheme of mining. 

 
 
 
 
 



Plates:- 
1) Plate-6-10(b)-    the UPL should be correctly drawn and UNFC code should 

be mentioned in the cross-section. 
2) Plate- 6-10(b)-  the RL of dump should be given in cross-section plates. 
3) Plates-4a&b- cross-section line should be in easy nomenclature and in 

sequence. 
4) Plates-5a & b- the reserve should be recalculated  by taking UPL and upl 

should be drawn to maximize the recovery.  
5) Plates- 2- combined lease plan of all the leases held by lessee should be 

included. 
6) Plate-6-10(a,c)- section line should be drawn in easy nomenclature. 
7) Plate-11(a & b)- F.A plan should contain garland drains and parapet walls. 
8) Plate-13b- The UPL & ultimate benches should be coinciding. 
9) In all plates – the UPL and ultimate pit should be same – accordingly the 

reserve should be recalculated and planning should be changed if required. 
  

Annexure:-  

1) All calculation should be given in Excel sheet for reserves and Planning proposals. 

2) The survey data should be given in excel sheet. 

3) Photographs of boundary pillars should be given. 
4) All annexures should be signed by Q.P by giving - Annexure number and page no-…….  to 

page no………. 

 


